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Key Dimensions:
Floor to Ceiling: 108" (Vaulted to 18')
Top of Cabinet:  96" 
Counter Thickness: 1 1/4" 

Basic Design

Your Basic Design is for the purpose of spacial-planning and obtaining a budgetary quote. Some room dimensions, cabinet sizes, and appliance selections
may be assumed and/or approximate. When using a “Concept-Only” drawing, it is the customer’s responsibility to ensure that their cabinets and appliances fit
properly within their space.  It is of utmost importance that you verify the cabinet dimensions on your quote for accuracy before placing your order as changes
from the prelim drawing and initial quote may have occurred. For a more detailed and customized drawing, please talk to your cabinet coach about
collaborating with a designer from Cabinet Joint's Pro Design services.  Thank you for your interest in our products! 
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